
Great Conversations
About the Great Conversation

Talk #3 Nature



Talk #3 Agenda

❑Introduction- Know Thyself- in three ways
❑Part 1 What is Nature
❑Part 2 The Nature of the Human person
❑Part 3 The analogy of agriculture in the good conversations- 
❑Conclusion- Science, Art and Nature are the three categories by which 

we can come to understand the human person, human learning and 
reality, and thus prepare for the great conversation. 



“I am not yet able, as the 
Delphic inscription has it, to 

know myself; so it seems to me 
ridiculous to investigate lesser 

things , when I do not yet know 
that. What I want to discover at 
present, is the art which devotes 

its attention to precision, 
exactness, and the fullest truth.”

Care first about the greatest 
perfection of the soul, which is 
the attainment of wisdom, the 

chief of the 5 intellectual virtues- 
Wisdom, 



City of man



The Ancients



“anyone who piously 
and earnestly ponders 

the Sermon on the 
Mount—as we read in 
the Gospel according 
to Mathew—I believe 
he will find therein … 
the perfect standard of 
the Christian Life.””



Revelation



Revelation- 
word of God 

Book of Nature

Mirror

Mirror

nature
Zodiac

City of God

City of Man

Scientism
Secular Humanism

On the three ways we can come to know 
ourselves 



On the Three ways of knowing yourself-
City of God
• With the mirror, we can know 

ourselves subjectively and partially
• With the book of nature we come to 

know ourselves objectively- and we 
subordinate our mirror self to our 
natural self as we improve-
• Revelation is the way we can 

potentially come to know ourselves 
perfectly- if we use our reason 
rightly to assist the effort. 

City of Man
• With the mirror we come to know 

ourselves fully- 
• The book of nature is subordinated to 

the mirror and we conquer nature by 
asserting our wills over it. 
• Revelation is akin to astrology or a 

fortune cookie, where we take vague 
and broad statements and accept 
them where they affirm the mirror 
and ignore them where they 
contradict it. 



Part 1 What is Nature

❑Introduction- there is an enormous difference between what the city of 
man calls nature and the city of God calls nature. 

❑Aristotle’ definition and Fr. Thomas Joseph White’s explanation- 



“Nature is a source 
or cause of being 

moved and of being 
at rest in that to 
which it belongs 

primarily". 
Aristotle, Physics II, I



Part II The Nature of the Human Person

❑The formal and final cause- 
❑First a reminder of the hierarchy of being
❑Then the 3 kinds of souls
❑Then the specific faculties and powers as a result of nature, essence 

and form of the animating principles
❑Show how the city of man and the city of God treat human nature 

differently- 



•“you understand absolutely nothing about 
modern civilization, unless you first admit 
that it is a universal conspiracy against all 
interior life.” 

•George Bernanos 





The Human Person-Philosophical 
Anthropology
_______________________________________________________
• Humans material+ life + consciousness + Self-consciousness         Human soul/

spirited 
• _______________________________________________________
• Animals  material+ life + consciousness                    Animal  soul
• _______________________________________________________
• Plants material + life                                     vegetative soul
• _______________________________________________________
• Rocks           material



• Human soul 

• Animal soul 

• Vegetable soul

• will 

• intellect 

• Common Sense 

• Estimative sense 

• Memory  

• Imagination 

• Taste 

• Touch 

• See 

• Smell 

• Hear 
• Hope  

• Courage 

• Fear 

• Despair 

• Anger 

• Love 

•  desire 

• Joy 

• Hate 

• Aversion 

• sorrow. 

Mobility  

Nutrition 

Growth 

Reproduction

concupiscible

Appetitive  

external 
Internal  

Know
ing 

irascible 

The Faculties and 
powers of the 

animating 
principles



•Human soul
• Immaterial order
• Material Order

•Animal soul

•Will                        Theology-    Faith 

• Intellect-               Philosophy- Reason 

• Common Sense 

• Estimative sense              empirical 
•Memory                             Sciences 

• Imagination 

• Taste 

• Touch 

• See 

• Smell 
• Hear

external 
Internal  

Knowing 



• Authentic Education

• Immaterial order

• Material Order

• Modern Education

•Will                        Theology-    Faith 

• Intellect-               Philosophy- Reason 

• Common Sense 

• Estimative sense              empirical 
•Memory                             Sciences 

• Imagination 

• Taste 

• Touch 

• See 

• Smell 
• Hear

external 
Internal  

Knowing Perception

Conception



Part 3- The fertile ground of the Great 
Discussion

❑the allegory of agriculture- 
❑Plant an idea reap an action-
❑The inner landscape



Plant an    idea               reap an       action 
Plant an    action            reap a         habit 
Plant a      habit              reap a         character 
Plant a      character       reap a         destiny



“A sower went out to sow. And as he 
sowed, some seeds fell along the path, 

and the birds came and devoured 
them.  Other seeds fell on rocky ground, 

where they had not much soil, and 
immediately they sprang up, since they 
had no depth of soil,  when the sun rose 
they were scorched; and since they had 

no root they withered away.  Other seeds 
fell upon thorns, and the thorns grew up 

and choked them. Other seeds fell on 
good soil and brought forth grain, some 

a hundredfold, some sixty, some 
thirty.  He who has ears, let him hear.”

Mathew 13:3-9



Conclusion

❑The principle of first and second things-
❑Great conversation as a fruit



Put first things first 
and we get second 
things thrown in: 
put second things 

first & we 
lose both first and 

second things.

C.S. Lewis
The Principle of first and second 

things.
C.S. Lewis



Drinking form the River Lethe



City of God

▪A composite of body and soul-
▪ Intellect, free will and appetites
▪A subject with intrinsic dignity
▪ The Image and Likeness of God
▪Man is fallen
▪ End is to be perfected by grace

▪A soulless malleable animal
▪Determined by nature vs. nurture
▪An object to be worked on
▪ The image and likeness of the needs 

of the state
▪Man is determined by materiality
▪ End is to serve society.

City of Man                  

The Human Person 



City of God

▪God created the universe
▪There is a hierarchy of being
▪Natural Law
▪Everything has 4 explanatory 

causes

▪The universe is an accident
▪Conquer nature by applied 

science
▪Man is the measure of all thing
▪There is only material and 

efficient causality

City of Man                  

The nature of reality 



City of God

▪ Theology is the queen of the 
sciences-
▪ Philosophy is the handmaiden of 

theology
▪ The Liberal Arts
▪ Principle based 
▪ Intellect and free will characterize 

man’s highest faculties

▪No Theology
▪No Philosophy
▪ Servile Arts
▪ Skills and standards based
▪Man does not have free will and any 

appearances of higher faculties is just 
an accident of evolution. 

City of Man                  

Human Learning



We shall not cease 
from exploration 
And the end of all 

our exploring 
Will be to arrive 
where we started 

And know the place 
for the first time. 

T.S. Eliot, The Four 
Quartets



Questions



The Matrix

The Neo-education and the 
Trinity of reform

Science, Art and Nature

By 
Steven Jonathan, ADHd, Dslx.  


